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Malka

In the winter of 1943, a Polish physician and her older daughter make a dangerous and arduous trek to Hungary while seven-year-old Malka, who they were forced to leave behind when she became ill, fends for herself in a ghetto.

The Men of Mobtown - Policing Baltimore in the Age of Slavery and Emancipation

What if racialized mass incarceration is not a perversion of our criminal justice system's liberal ideals, but rather a natural conclusion? Adam Malka raises this disturbing possibility through a gripping look at the origins of modern policing in the influential hub of Baltimore during and after slavery's final decades. He argues that America's new professional police forces and prisons were developed to expand, not curb, the reach of white vigilantes, and are best understood as a uniformed wing of the gangs that controlled free black people by branding them—and treating them—as criminals. The post–Civil War triumph of liberal ideals thus also marked a triumph of an institutionalized belief in black criminality. Mass incarceration may be a recent phenomenon, but the problems that undergird the "new Jim Crow" are very, very old. As Malka makes clear, a real reckoning with this national calamity requires not easy reforms but a deeper, more radical effort to overcome the racial legacies encoded into the very DNA of our police institutions.

Joni Mitchell - In Her Own Words

A lush exploration of Joni Mitchell's career and art. When singer, musician, and broadcast journalist Malka Marom had the opportunity to interview Joni Mitchell in 1973, she was eager to reconnect with the performer she'd first met late one night in 1966 at a Yorkville coffeehouse. More conversations followed over the next four decades of friendship, and it was only after Joni and Malka completed their most recent recorded interview, in 2012, that Malka discovered the heart of their discussions: the creative process. In Joni Mitchell: In Her Own Words, Joni and Malka follow this thread through seven decades of life and art, discussing the influence of Joni's childhood, love and loss, playing dives and huge festivals, acclaim and criticism, poverty and affluence, glamorous triumphs and tragic mistakes . . . This riveting narrative, told in interviews, lyrics, paintings, and photographs, is shared in the hope of illuminating a timeless body of work and inspiring others.

Fresh Quilting - Fearless Color, Design, and Inspiration

Brighten up any room with fun, contemporary, and functional projects exploding with sensational color! Fresh Quilting presents 21 brilliant designs featuring quilt artist Malka Dubrawsky's intoxicating colors and unexpected palettes. Learn to create beautiful and lively pieces for you and your home--from modern quilts and fun pillows to flirty bags and scarves. In addition to
clear directions and step-by-step illustrations for machine-sewn patchwork and quilted projects, Fresh Quilting includes a detailed section of techniques from basic piecing, cutting, and measuring methods to more advanced techniques such as inserting zippers into pillow backs and using bias binding to finish a quilt. Throughout Fresh Quilting, Malka will teach you how to adventurously and confidently mix colors and prints. You'll be inspired to infuse your own brilliant palettes into each project and discover just how irresistible and beautiful contemporary quilting can be!

**Infomocracy - A Novel**

It's been twenty years and two election cycles since Information, a powerful search engine monopoly, pioneered the switch from warring nation-states to global micro-democracy. The corporate coalition party Heritage has won the last two elections. With another election on the horizon, the Supermajority is in tight contention, and everything's on the line. With power comes corruption. For Ken, this is his chance to do right by the idealistic Policy1st party and get a steady job in the big leagues. For Domaine, the election represents another staging ground in his ongoing struggle against the pax democratica. For Mishima, a dangerous Information operative, the whole situation is a puzzle: how do you keep the wheels running on the biggest political experiment of all time, when so many have so much to gain? Infomocracy is Malka Older's debut novel. PRAISE FOR INFOMOCRACY “A fast-paced, post-cyberpunk political thriller... If you always wanted to put The West Wing in a particle accelerator with Snow Crash to see what would happen, read this book.” —Max Gladstone, author of Last First Snow "Smart, ambitious, bursting with provocative extrapolations, Infomocracy is the big-data-big-ideas-techno-analytical-microdemoglobal-post-everything political thriller we've been waiting for.” —Ken Liu, author of The Grace of Kings "In the mid-21st century, your biggest threat isn’t Artificial Intelligence—it’s other people. Yet the passionate, partisan, political and ultimately fallible men and women fighting for their beliefs are also Infomocracy’s greatest hope. An inspiring book about what we frail humans could still achieve, if we learn to work together." —Karl Schroeder, author of Lockstep and the Virga saga

**The Brothers of Auschwitz**

My brother’s tears left a delicate, clean line on his face. I stroked his cheek, whispered, it’s really you...

**With Teeth in the Earth - Selected Poems of Malka Heifetz Tussman**

A collection in English of the poetry of the late Yiddish-American poet (1896-1987), selected from her six books of verse and from a last unpublished manuscript. Translated, edited, and introduced by Marcia Falk. Annotation copyright Book News, Inc. Portland, Or.

**Sulha**

Sulha tells the story of Leora, who, twenty years after her husband was killed in the Sinai War,
is empowered by law to decide whether or not to allow her only son to serve high-risk duty as his father did. As Abraham was so severely tested, so is Leora with her son's fate in her hands. Charged with this burden, Leora leaves her uneasy exile in Toronto and ventures to Sinai and encounters a Bedouin clan, which offers her a glimpse of the other: the mysterious Arab world that so fascinated her as a child, the enemy that her son might face. But are these people really the enemy?

**The Last Disciple Collection: The Last Disciple / The Last Sacrifice / The Last Temple**

This collection bundles together all 3 of the thrilling Roman historical novels by Hank Hanegraaff and Sigmund Brouwer into one e-book for a great value! #1: The Last Disciple First-century Rome is a perilous city as Nero stalks the political circles and huddled groups of believers. To be safe, Christians must remain invisible. Gallus Sergius Vitas is the only man within Nero’s trusted circle willing to do what it takes to keep the empire together. He struggles to lessen Nero’s monstrosities against the people of Rome—especially the Christians. But as three Greek letters are scrawled as graffiti throughout the city, Nero’s anger grows. As the early church begins to experience the turbulence Christ prophesied as the beginning of the last days, an enemy seeks to find John’s letter, Revelation, and destroy it. Meanwhile the early Christians must decipher it and cling to the hope it provides as they face the greatest of all persecutions. 

#2: The Last Sacrifice Helius, Nero’s most trusted adviser, anticipates the death of his sworn enemy, the legendary warrior Gallus Sergius Vitas, scheduled to die a gruesome death in the arena. However, the badly beaten man who appears in the amphitheater is not who he seems. Rescued by a stranger and given a mysterious scroll, Vitas is told he must decipher this letter to find the answers he needs—a letter that Helius is also determined to decipher and to keep hidden from Nero. As Nero’s reign of terror grows, so does his circle of enemies. 

#3: The Last Temple Set in the turbulent years just before one of the most horrendous events in Jewish history, The Last Temple concludes the trilogy of The Last Disciple and The Last Sacrifice. Vitas is reunited with his wife and retires to Alexandria, determined to live a quiet, domestic life. But he can’t avoid the debts that he owes to the men who saved him, and he becomes a key figure in the plot to rid the empire of Nero. It sweeps him into the “year of four emperors,” when the Roman Empire is nearly destroyed, and takes him back to Jerusalem as Titus lays siege to the great city. Only then, as the prophecy of Jesus begins to unfold, does Vitas discover the true mission set before him and the astounding conspiracy behind it.

**Malka the Little Sabbath Queen**

"The name of the Sabbath bride is Malka which means 'queen' in Hebrew. Shabbos was named that because it is considered the most important of all the Jewish holidays and, therefore, it is the queen of all the holidays. You were born on a Saturday. You looked like a queen to us, so we named you Malka." said Malka's dad. As they were walking home, Malka said, "I liked the story of Malka, who is special because she is queen for one day a week." Her mother said, "The legendary Malka is special one day a week, but you, our charming daughter, are extra special because you are our own little Sabbath queen every day all week."
MALKA Acquisition to Drive MoneyLion Customer Engagement Strategy
MoneyLion, a data-driven, digital financial platform, recently acquired MALKA Media Group, a creator network and content platform. The acquisition helps MoneyLion engage with consumers across all...

MoneyLion seeks deeper user engagement with digital media acquisition
The US-based banking and wealth management app MoneyLion acquires Malka Media—a media firm that will help bolster marketing and retention efforts.

MoneyLion Acquires Creator Network and Content Platform MALKA
MoneyLion made a move today that will help it catch the eye of prospective customers and retain its existing ones. The digital bank acquired MALKA, a creator network and content platform, to help it...

Rebbetzin Rivka Malka Perlman--Make a TRUE Transformation in Your Life
Check out this great listen on Audible.com. An incredible interview with Rebbetzin Rivka Malka Perlman! If you have ever thought about making true transformation in your life, this podcast will get...

MoneyLion acquires creator network Malka Media Group
MoneyLion (NYSE:ML) announces the acquisition of its long-standing partner Malka Media Group to accelerate its engagement and directly connect with communities natively inside and outside of its...

Rabbi Mordechai Shmuel Moskowitz, Z”l
My father said at orientation this year, ‘I am as excited to teach this year as I was when I began teaching thirty-four years ago.’ I can tell you that...

Space of the Week: A Few Modern Twists Bring This 1920s Study Into the 21st Century
Malka's small, cosmetic adjustments liven up the space without detracting from its old-style charm. Dark wood has built-in coziness. The walnut cabinets and paneling are complemented by other deep...

MoneyLion Acquires Leading Creator Network and Content Platform, MALKA Media
NEW YORK--(BUSINESS WIRE)--MoneyLion Inc. ("MoneyLion") (NYSE: ML), an award-winning, data-driven, digital financial platform, announced today that it has acquired MALKA Media Group LLC...

MoneyLion Acquires Leading Creator Network and Content Platform, MALKA Media
We have seen first-hand how MALKA's content capabilities can drive industry-leading customer acquisition and retention at scale. By combining their capabilities with MoneyLion’s financial...

MoneyLion Acquires Leading Creator Network and Content Platform, MALKA Media
MoneyLion Inc. ("MoneyLion") (NYSE: ML), an award-winning, data-driven, digital financial platform, announced today that it has acquired MALKA Media Group LLC ("MALKA"), a rapidly growing...